
General camping rental conditions 

 
 
General conditions: 

1. Please note that information relating to camping pitches is provided for information 
purposes only and is of an estimative nature. We decline any responsibility in case of 
discrepancy between the information provided and the equipment found upon arrival. 

2. We do our best to accommodate your booked pitch request. However, please note that 
exact assignment is not guaranteed. Adjustments are possible based on availability and 
campsite needs. Thanks for your understanding. 

3.Reservations are canceled if arrival occurs after 7pm without telephone notice or in case of 
unavailability via email. 

 
Conditions of Stay: 

1. Arrival Day: Every day. 

2. Arrival Time: From 8:00 to 19:00. If the reserved place is occupied upon your arrival, it will 
be available from 12:00 (check-out time). 

3. Departure Time: By 12:00. The pitches are available from 12:00 on the day of arrival until 
12:00 on the day of departure. 

4. In case of departure after 12:00, an additional day will be charged. 

5. Respect the booking dates. Every day booked is due. 

6. In case of cancellation, inform us via email at least fifteen days in advance. 

7. In case of late arrival of a third person on your pitch, report to reception upon their arrival. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
Expenses and Payments: 

 
1. Deposits: extension cord (30.00 euros) / adapter (20.00 euros). 

2. Extra tourist tax: 0.50 euros/day/person from 18 years of age. 

3. Accepted payment methods: cash, French bank checks, credit cards. 

 
Additional Information: 

 
1. In case of delivery of equipment to your pitch before your arrival, the days occupied by the 
equipment will be charged. 

2.Please note that we do not provide storage service. In the event of damage or theft of 
equipment delivered to our campsite in the absence of the owner, we decline any 
responsibility. We advise you to take the necessary measures to ensure the safety of your 
possessions during your absence from the site. 

3. Animals are allowed and must be kept on a leash within the perimeter of the campsite. 

4. Washing machine tokens: available at reception (5.50 euros). 

 
Thank you for carefully reading and respecting these conditions during your reservation at Camping 
Chez Antoine. We wish you a pleasant stay! 

See you soon! "Camping chez Antoine" 


